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Miracles in the Dark
A York Séance with Stewart Alexander 14/10/05
By Mr Nick Shutler
After the sad closure of the Noah’s ark society at the end of 2004 I was left with an
empty feeling in the pit of my stomach. I had recently discovered the wonders of
physical phenomena when I had recently attended a Direct voice Séance with Colin Fry at
his home nr Hayward Heath. It was an amazing experience and one that I will never
forget. (Thank you Colin)
There was an indication at that time that the end was nigh for The Noah’s Ark society.
Nevertheless it was still a great disappointment to me when the official news of the
closure was released, primarily because my direction of investigation and learning had
seemed to come to an abrupt halt. I had felt so sure that this relationship with the
investigation in to physical mediumship was to be a long one!
Several months later though, I discovered that a new organization had risen from the
ashes. The aptly named “Zerdin Fellowship” had arrived. Coincidentally it was Noah
Zerdin and his team who had prompted and orchestrated the founding of The Noah’s
Ark society from the Spirit side of life in order to promote the education and safe
practice of physical mediumship.
Anyway it wasn’t long before I had found The Zerdin website and very shortly I had
subscribed and a copy of The Zerdin buzz sheet was winging its way to my door and the
door of my progression swung open before me. (Spirit never let us down it is only our
misguided perceptions and impatience or the inability to see further than the end of our
noses which causes the problems!).
Soon I was to have the opportunity to sit with and experience the wonderful
Mediumship of Physical medium Stewart Alexander. I sincerely believe that these
wonderful things that I and many other privileged people have experienced are truly
wondrous things not to be just kept shut away in the dark, but should be shared with
others so that they too may know that we are not alone and that death is not the end
but merely a transition in to a new and higher state of being. The world is truly a sad,
dark and lonely place without this knowledge my friends, I am sure you would agree!
I remember someone said once “What is the point of hiding the lamp in the cellar, it
should be bought in to the open where everyone can see it…
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So I feel very privileged to be able to share my experience with you, and a big thank you
goes out to Stewart Alexander and to Stewart’s circle leader Raymondo for allowing me
to write this article and supplying the recordings of The York Séance.
I arrived in the historic city of York after a four and a half hour drive from Devon and
booked in to a hotel walking distance from York Spiritualists church where the venue
was to be held. It was a lovely big church with big windows and high vaulted ceilings.
I received a warm welcome from fellowship coordinator Dennis Pearman, and was led in
to the Church annex where there were many other people excitedly chatting. I felt a
little nervous at first, but my fears were unfounded and I spotted the friendly smiling
face of Denise who made me feel very welcome. I was soon introduced to some of
Denise’s friends; it felt good to be with like minded people once again… Soon there was
a pre séance briefing on safety in the séance room then preparations were being made
to blackout the main church hall which was to be the séance room for the evening.
The preparation was meticulous blinds were pulled over the annex door windows and all
the main lights were disabled. Next our names were called and we were systematically
searched for lighters, mobile phones or any heavy metallic objects before we made our
way to our designated seats… It might seem a bit extreme to some, but for everyone’s
benefit the safety of the medium must be paramount. When everyone was seated all the
lights were extinguished Ray opened in prayer. Some music was played and with some
words of encouragement it was not long before Stewart’s guide White Feather’s was
speaking through his entranced medium. In gravelly broken English he said
“White Feather come speak with his many brothers and sisters!
Once again white feather is delighted that we have this opportunity to remove the
barriers between our world and yours so that we may be as one in service to the great
white Spirit. White Feather knows that again we shall enjoy and share in a wonderful
coming together, our world and yours. Whitefeather know that you will be all delighted
to know that the conditions within this place of love are truly excellent. As always there
is much to be done, White feather will opt out now.”
With that Whitefeather was gone. Next the cheeky young Yorkshire lad of about 9 years
old called Christopher came to talk to us. After a bit of a struggle and a lot of
encouragement he exclaimed “I nearly never came, I’m very shy tonight, I am you know”
I don’t think he was very shy at all, pretty soon his little cheeky chatty manner soon had
us all laughing and the atmosphere was soon very much more relaxed.
“There’s a proper crowd of people here tonight, I can see many people I’ve seen before! I
can see some people who are new, and people who have never sat with Stewart before. I
can see one or two people who are rather puzzled, and one or two people who thought it
was going to be very very spiritual, ha ha ha! He chuckled. I was told there is a lot of
very Spiritual people here, but I’ve got something to tell you all, everyone went very
quiet and serious, when white feather was talking, I was looking round, yeh, only I
haven’t spotted any yet! It’s not for the want of trying… He chuckled cheekily to himself
and everyone laughed! We’ve got a lot of energy here tonight; it’s all over the place! Can
I ask a very personal question, is anyone nervous? There was a unanimous NO! Then
just one voice at the back said, “I am!” Who said that? Asked Christopher. Oh it’s only
Chris! Well forget him, he’s is a bugger in’t he. Again there was more laughter;
Then Christopher exclaimed I’ve just been told off! I’ve gotta watch my p’s and my Q’s
I’ve’ got to be very good to night and very respectable and behave myself! So I’m doing
my best and I’m going to be very proper. Walter just said to me if you can’t say
something Spiritual then don’t say anything at all…
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I can see Chris, Said Christopher, proving that total darkness in our world is no
hindrance to the sight of our Spirit friends at all. You allright cock!? I’m allright how are
you? Oh I’m always allright, I’m never better than when I can come and talk to people.
Only because no one listens to a word I say over here, ha ha ha He chuckled. Aunty June
she will tell you when I first started coming I never really new very much, did I? No you
didn’t Christopher! But over the years I’ve learned a great deal, and I’ve learnt it from
myself! Ha ha ha! I’m always amazed when I open my mouth it just comes out! I don’t
know where it comes from, he chuckled again. I was telling somebody the other week,
I’ve figured it out, it’s not me talking at all, im in trance…ha ha ha! Everyone laughed
you’ve got to laugh aint you! Sometimes I don’t know what I’m going to say next. Usually
I don’t know what I’m going to say next! More laughter Now listen everybody I’m not
going to be here all night, no! It’s just my job to try and relax everybody, yeh! So I do me
best! It is important that everybody is relaxed…
can I tell everybody you’re listening to me now that I am speaking through Stewart’s
vocal bits, I’m not speaking direct, that’s what I mean. I’m not inside him, but I’m using
is vocal bits and pieces. Listen everybody, I’ve got to go in a minuet, and I know your all
very disappointed, yeh … ha ha ha. More laughter I will try my best to come back a little
bit later… we’ve got a lot to do this evening and I’ve been told we are going to try to
make it very memorable… Mine is the hardest job… I’m the ice breaker I am! Anyway I
will try and come back in a little while bye bye then. Good bye Christopher, we said.
a
Then Christopher withdrew to allow the next speaker. We did not have to wait very long
before our next speaker arrived who was well known to the group, Walter Stinson and
he addressed us all in his clear deep south American accent… Folks are you all able to
hear my voice? YES! Well in that case I’ll begin as I always do on occasions such as
these by saying good evening folks! GOOD EVENING WALTER! Wonderful response,
wonderful response! Folks we are delighted to have this opportunity to visit you, if only
for a short time, um? While Christopher was speaking with you and White feather before
him, I was standing to one side and as is my custom on this occasion as I was glancing
around casually there were one or two ladies that have caught my eye! LAUGHTER! Ok
ok It is important that each of you understand that even though I’ve been in my world
now for almost 100 years I am still very much a man, Yes? I have no halo and I have no
wings, I enjoy a well turned ankle and a pretty face! More laughter… May I introduce
myself? My name is Walter Stinson, I lived upon the earth many years ago and I am
delighted that I have this opportunity once again to work in this manner through this
medium. I will do my part and try to do everything within my power to finally show to
mankind the truth concerning the nature of life itself…Yes? Folks can you all hear my
voice? YES! Ok! Then allow me to explain what we hope to be able to do here this
evening. It is important that no one should be in any doubt; we want you to be able to
understand and appreciate exactly what is taking place! When Whitefeather spoke to
you a while ago and Christopher and now myself, all of us are speaking directly through
the medium, we are not speaking to you in a direct sense! You understand folks? YES! It
takes time for us to be able to extract the dynamic living energy you know of as
ectoplasm, which we hope to be able to utilize later on, but this I tell you we must be
extremely careful with, yes? We have a sacred duty folks, we have a sacred duty and
that is to protect the health and welfare of our medium! Of course we do, yes? YES so we
proceed cautiously, always slowly, always carefully always cautiously, yes? YES! A little
later we hope to be able to join you in physical form! Umm?
YES that would be
lovely Walter. Folks we shall certainly do our best! Ok I am delighted to see so many old
friends here! Folks that I have met on several occasions in the past, It is a delight to see
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you folks! And for you who are here with Stewart for the first time, May I say that I hope
that by the conclusion of our meeting here this evening you will leave this place and
know, that once again you have been touched by the world of eternal life! Umm? YES!
That is our hope folks, that is our desire, that is our wish! No one we hope will leave
here in any doubt… I want to speak to a lady! Does that surprise you? Laughter! OK! I
can see as I speak to you now an old friend of mine sitting opposite Stewart a lady with
the sir name of Jackson umm? Can I hear a voice? YES! Maam I’m delighted to see you! It
has been a while! There is something that I want to say to you later! There is a young
lady sitting to your right, can I hear your voice? Yes hello! What is your name maam?
Karen! I would like to be able to invite you to come and sit with me Karen, would you do
that? Yes Walter… The light is switched on and Karen makes her way carefully across
the room to sit at the side of Stewart who is entranced and secured to his wooden chair
by the use of nylon cable ties which bind his arms to the chair secured at the wrists to
the arms of the chair! The light is switched off once more. Folks listen to my voice if you
will. I would like you all to place your hands upon your knees with your palms
uppermost! Karen I want you to continue to relax. Continue with your eyes closed breath
gently, but breath deeply. We shall take your energy maam umm? Ok! What is your
name again maam? Karen! That is a pretty name , but then it matches you maam! You
are a pretty little thing. You are going to make me blush now! I hope not maam! I am
delighted to have you by my side! How long have you been involved in Spiritualism?
Quite a few years now actually! You’ve had such an interest, such an involvement yes?
That’s right! I know! I would like to do something for you maam umm? Thank you! Of
course if I had still been upon the earth, you and I what fun we could have had in the
hay loft! Umm? Everyone roared with laughter. Since that is not so then I will do
something for you which I hope you will never forget. Gosh! Ok, Maam if you will
understand that the medium is in a heightened state of sensitivity! So we ask you to be
gentle, would you reach with your left hand and take his right hand umm?
Yes I have his hand! Oh this is a fine hand maam umm? You and I shall spend the
evening holding hands in the dark! Umm? LAUGHTER Ok! Maam would you very gently
place your right hand on top of your left! We want to be able to demonstrate, not only to
you Karen but to all of you good folks here this evening what we can achieve when we
have harmonias conditions and when we have suitable energy, you understand umm?
Yes I do! Ok very gently maam would you move your right hand up the arm of the
medium, gently maam if you will and back again, ok? Will you tell the folks that you felt
the strap umm? Yes I can feel the strap! Ok I want you if you will to hold Stewart’s hand
tightly Ok. Would you be impressed if I were able to take his arm through the strap?
I would be very impressed! And I would also maam! LAUGHTER. Let us see what you and
I can do together, what you and I can achieve since the hay loft is denied to us!
LAUGHTER Just at that moment there was a snicking sound as Stewarts arm was lifted
from the chair the nylon cable tie passing right through the mediums arm yet staying
securely tied around the wooden arm of the chair! Karen states “Yes his hand is now out
of the strap!” Maam would you feel the arm of the chair umm? Is the strap still there?
“Yes the strap is still intact and is still there! “ You have not let go of Stewart’s hand for
a moment umm? “No I still have hold of Stewart’s hand !” Then I hope you will agree
that you have witnessed the passing of living matter through matter umm? “I have
indeed!” Raymondo switch on your light so that all may see! The light was switched on.
You may pull the strap maam so that all may see! We could all clearly see the intact
cable tie dangling from the arm of Stewart’s chair. Now is that not something maam? “It
is absolutely miraculous!” I think so also! The light is switched off once more. Many
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people in your world would consider what has taken place as a miracle umm? Well I tell
you it is nothing of the sort maam umm? I hope that it demonstrates quite clearly how
close our world is to yours. Folks may wonder but why should those of us who have
passed beyond death who are engaged in this work, mediating between the two worlds,
why then would they concern themselves with such, I suppose many would say with such
tricks! But of course we take every opportunity that we can in order to confirm that we
are who we claim to be! That we are living on in the world beyond your own! And if we
can affect your heart and mind by demonstrating in such a small way how we can
manipulate physical matter itself, then surely you would agree maam it is very worth
while? Absolutely! And those within your movement who claim that physical mediumship
is no longer necessary to the movement, what poppycock that is folks?
UNANOMOUS AGREEMENT FROM THE AUDIENCE! My but what a wonderful time we shall
all have this evening, Ok Maam, from me to you! There was a Snicking sound as matter
was passed through matter and Walter took the cable tie unbroken through the arm of
the chair and placed looped tie delicately in the palm of Karen’s hand. “Thank you!”
Place your hand on your knee maam! I shall never forget sitting holding your hand in
the dark!
LAUGHTER. “And I surely shan’t forget either!” Are you developing
mediumship? “Yes I am!” I thought so, then I would like to do something for you maam!
Something further, I would like to make an adjustment within you that will accelerate
your development, we take this opportunity because the opportunity is here, you
understand? “I understand!” Then maam I would like you if you will for a few moments
to simply relax, close your eyes and relax and let me see what I can do! If you would all
try to remain quiet folks I would be most grateful... After a few quiet moments Walter
voice rang out. It is done, it is done maam! “Thank you!” You will find that within a
period of three months your development will suddenly begin to accelerate, remember
my word maam! “Thank you very much!” Remember my words! Understand this folks
that my world constantly seeks pure, clean, clear, channels of communication through
which we can work, yes? It is so important; your world is one of such great sorrow at
the present time! Murmurs of agreement… We must reach the whole of mankind,
perhaps then when mankind understands the nature of life itself you may achieve
heaven upon earth! Yes? Maam I Thankyou for sitting at my side, and you are beautiful
maam! “Thank youI was obviously meant to come here.” Of course, of course, of course
you were!
“It’s been a delight and Thankyou so much!” For me also maam!
Raymondo your light! Maam if you would return to your seat I would be most grateful!
The light was again switched on and Karen returned to her seat… The light was again
switched off.
I would like to repeat that which I have said so many times in the
past, gentlemen often ask, Walter why do you always choose the ladies umm? And I
have always replied, “If you were sitting in my seat what would you do?” LAUGHTER… I
would like to speak to a lady with dark hair and a dark top! I want to hear a voice umm?
A lady speaks. Margaret Jepetto! I do not need your second
Sitting to Stewarts left!
name maam, Margaret is fine, we are on first name terms this evening. Margaret, come
and sit at my side, I want you here. June if you would help the lady! Margaret makes her
way across the room and takes a seat in front of the entranced medium. You are all so
very quiet this evening.
I would like to explain that for us to work in a physical
manner then we need for the atmosphere to be in a constant state of vibration, you
understand? YES. That is why we often need to hear your voice… ALRIGHT WALTER. Ok
Where is your hand? Lovely hand I am spoilt this evening! Maam and you too were
meant to be here tonight!
“Yes, I feel that!” Oh yes indeed you are! Place your
right hand upon your left, if you would be gentle I would appreciate it… Maam there is
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no need for you to be nervous in any way, I will not harm you! You are in safe hands
maam. “Thank you!” Move your right hand gently up the mediums arm till I ask you
stop… Stop! Move it back down… stop! Press down hard would you tell the folks that you
are pressing upon the strap? “Absolutely, Yes I am” Would you like the strap maam?
Keep your hand pressed down on the strap hard! Would you like the strap maam? “Yes I
would!” Then I shall give it to you as a gift. Maam! This is something that one day you
will be able to tell your grand children about. Snicking sound is heard as matter is
passed through matter. Take it maam it is yours to keep! “Yes I have it! I have the strap
in my hand! Thank you!” Now is that not something folks umm? Murmurs of agreement
from the sitters! Let me explain to you all that whatever we are able to achieve here this
evening has taken almost 40 years to develop so you are seeing the fruits of nearly forty
years of development.
Raymondo is there a spare strap upon the table? “Yes
there is plenty on the table” says circle leader Raymondo! Then I shall take it then. After
a moment in the pitch black darkness the sound of the zip ties being done up is clearly
heard… (Try doing that in the dark if you will) “Well done Walter” says Raymondo.
“That’s good” Says Raymondo
I think so! LAUGHTER from the sitters. Maam give me
your hand again, from me to you! Walter kisses the back of Margaret’s hand. Thankyou
Walter! You are a dear soul! “Thank you so much!” In many years to come you will be
able to talk to your grandchildren about the time you sat and held hands in the dark
with Walter Stinson! LAUGHTER. When you do so maam I shall be there. “Oh right,
Thank you!” Indeed I would like to tell you something maam. It is my hope that I should
be able to visit you in your home. If I am successful then I would like to try to leave
something that will beyond doubt tell you quite clearly that I have been umm? “That
would be fabulous!” I shall do my best maam! “Thank you god bless.” You are a dear
soul, she is a pretty little thing hum? Raymondo your light, Maam if you would return to
your place... The light is turned on and Margaret returns to her seat, the light is again
turned out…
Ok, I wonder if there is a lady here who would like to ask a question. “Yes I would!”
What is your name maam? “Sue!” Sue I am not interested in your question I would like
you to come and sit with me… LAUGHTER. Now ladies just think if you had spoken first
then you would be here with me, umm? MORE LAUGHTER… Raymondo your light. Sue
would you kindly come and join me? (While Sue is changing seats Walter asks) Is my old
friend Donna James here? “Hello Walter!” Maam I am delighted to see you again! How
are you? “I am very well Thankyou, lovely to talk to you again!” I well remember the
evening we were together maam, LAUGHTER what fun we had, umm? “We did indeed!”
Ok, Ok. You are all so quiet folks (Raymondo replies) “Well we don’t like to miss
anything”
Sue what is your question? “I was going to ask you have you worked
through any other mediums beside Stuart?” Let me tell you, that many many years ago
I am uncertain whether you are aware of this but many years ago shortly after I passed
in to my world in the year 1911, then I returned to work through my sister’s
mediumship. She was known to the world as Marjorie umm? But you know this maam?
“Yes I do!” I worked with her for many years and I worked with the world of science, and
I tell you the outcome of many years of cooperation, the outcome was quite simply that
my sister was considered and regarded by most of them as fraudulent. So all of our
work was for nothing folks… That is precisely why I have decided once again to return,
to try and complete that task that I commenced so long ago. So to answer your question
directly maam, there are occasions, particularly when we have mediums who come and
sit with Stuart, mediums who I identify quite clearly as having a gift, who I take a
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particular interest in and then from time to time I do indeed visit to try and help the
development along. Does that answer your question maam? “It does yes!” Ok, Ok “I’d
love that, come and visit us anytime!” Perhaps I may do maam, you have a circle? “I do
yes!” Umm I thought so! How long have you been together as a circle? “Quite a few
years now!” Sitting in hope, with great patience, that is so necessary inexhaustible
patience. But you know that maam? “Well we try to be patient!” But you are human, we
are all human! Maam why are you not holding my hand? LAUGHTER then give me your
hand maam! If you would try to be gentle I would appreciate it. The energy that we use
is connected directly to Stuart’s nervous system, that is why, that is the only reason we
ask folks to be gentle.
“I understand yes.” I want you to have this experience maam!
“So do I!” LAUGHTER Place your right hand on top of your left. Very gently if you will,
move your hand up the arm of the medium and back again will you tell the folks that
the strap is there! “I felt the strap on his arm!”
Then I shall take it through, his arm
will pass through the strap, I hope! Again a snicking sound is heard. “Yes it has passed
through the strap and his hand is up in the air with my hand and I haven’t let go, not
for a moment,” I can confirm, LAUGHTER the tricky bit now is to place the arm back in
the strap! Oh gosh! Exclaims Sue! Maam very gently pass your hand up the arm of the
medium until I ask you to stop. “Stop” Will you press down on the strap maam? “Yes I
can feel the strap.” You would like the strap?
“I would yes! “ (This is hanging loose
from Stuarts arm) Then this is for you maam! OOH! You take it, it is yours! “i have the
strap in my hand and it is still in an unbroken circle!” That is for you maam! “Thank
you Walter! Thank you very much!” Raymondo There is another strap upon the table!
“Well I knew what was going to happen so I brought them all in!” LAUGHTER “It’s a big
circle and there is a lot of girls in here so I brought a lot of straps!” LAUGHTER. “Are you
alright there Walter?” Asks Raymondo. Again the sound of a cable ties being tightened
is heard! (Incidentally after the Séance it was noted that the ties on the table had been
removed carefully as not to disturb the neat pile which had been placed there prior to
the proceedings. If any mortal hand had taken a tie in an absolutely darkened room I
feel sure the ties would have been scattered all over the table) Ok Sue would you feel
and assure the folks here that his arm is once again retained by a strap! “I will, Yes the
strap is on!” Ok isn’t that clever maam! “Yes it is wonderful!” I am amazed myself
LAUGHTER How long has your circle been together maam? “For Physical about four or
five years, but all together about ten years now!” And what results have you got? “We
have had light coming in as if from a projector from behind us and like a voice box at
the side of me and we once had an apport and sometimes whispers.” You must be
extremely encouraged maam umm? “Oh we are we love it so much.” May I ask do you
use a table? “Yes we sit around a big table!” Then if I present you with a gift maam,
when you sit in future would you place the gift upon the table? “I would yes!” Ok
Raymondo switch on your light, Take the rings and present them to my friend Sue! This
is for your circle maam, umm? “You’ve joined them!” Exclaims Sue (We could all clearly
see the two zip ties had been joined together one looped through the other) the light is
again turned out “Thank you Walter I do appreciate this thank you!.” It is my pleasure
maam! You’ve come along way this evening? “Yes I have but it has been worth it!” I
have come along way also! LAUGHTER (a kissing sound is heard) “Oh thank you Walter I
shan’t have a wash now!” Give my regards to your circle. “I will, most of them are here
tonight!” Are they? Ok this explains why we have such wonderful energy to work with!
“Yes the energies are wonderful in our circle and you are welcome anytime!”
Then I
shall visit from time to time! “Thank you we shall look forward to that!.” Maam would
you very kindly return to your seat! “Thankyou, thankyou very much Walter!”
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Folks let me tell you all, can you hear my voice? YES WE CAN WALTER Let me tell you all
that there are many of your loved ones here this evening. A little later Freda will come
and speak with you and try to reunite some of you with your loved ones, umm?
That would be lovely Walter, murmurs of agreement!
Ok Raymondo. Where are my trumpets? Raymond staggers around the darkened room
much to the amusement of everyone and eventually has to turn on the light to find
them. Raymond then fetches two Cone shaped aluminum trumpets with luminous tape
encircling the wide end of the cones from the back of the room and places them on the
table in front of the entranced Medium then turns off the light. Folks let me explain
what we hope to be able to do now. We shall in a moment return Stuart to you. It is
important that each of you here this evening that when you leave here after the meeting
you will do so and know exactly where Stuart was on the occasion that the trumpets
were manipulated, that is important to us folks. We want you all to understand, umm?
Murmurs of agreement.
Ok all we would ask is that if we are able to move
the trumpet towards you, you must sit as still as you possibly can these are controlled
through the mediums nervous system. Perhaps Raymondo we could ask everyone to join
together in song? Shortly we all began to sing “Coming round the mountain” Raymond
says, I don’t know if you can all see but one of the trumpet’s is beginning to jump up
and down on the floor. From where I sat I could clearly see this and it could be also
heard banging on the floor! That’s good that, shall we give it another verse? YES! We all
agreed and off we went again with another verse. This time both trumpets rise up high
in to the air, perhaps 12 or 15 feet of the ground and start to move freely around the
room. We all talk excitedly to each other and the trumpets moved around the room
touching people lightly on the head and face. The control is light and precise and as it
touches each person they often call out excitedly with laughter welcoming each touch as
if a blessing has been bestowed. Stuart has regained consciousness and is also
witnessing the trumpets moving around the room. Stuart comments that when the
trumpet phenomena initially started to occur that they used to move around quite
franticly. Over the years it has become markedly more controlled and smooth! “There is
a voice box building I think between Stuart and Heid” Says June. “I think Stuart was
trying to explain to you but I think they have taken Stuart back in to trance. When the
trumpets start to fly around, I can hear it now a voice box started to build between us. It
is Doctor Barnet that uses the voice box. It takes a while to build and you will hear him
start to come through, well every now and then you will hear the breath which is very
long and drawn out… “Keep trying Doctor Barnet” The trumpets are still moving and
dancing around the room.
Now one trumpet goes inside of the other one. This must
be quite heavy; even though they are Aluminum they are fairly thick! They continue
dancing and moving around the room and we all cheer as they move up really high and
close to the ceiling. One stays high up perhaps 20 feet while the other continues to
dance and bob around the room. Stewart has now been taken back in to trance and
Raymond explains that is because of the weight of the trumpets, this would be causing
Stewart discomfort. The ectoplasmic rods which are emanating from Stewart’s solar
plexus and are being used to manipulate the trumpets are connected directly to his
nervous system. The weight of the trumpets would cause some discomfort and distress
if Stuart remained conscious.
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Now as the voice box builds stronger and stronger words of encouragement are given
by the main circle team as they encourage Dr Barnet who operates the direct voice from
the Spirit side to keep trying. It is noted by June that the voice box is emanating quite
far forward of the medium than is usual and that it is very close to her and that she dare
not move for fear of disturbing the ectoplasm. The voice is heard only very faintly by the
circle members nearest the voice box and they continue to encourage Dr Barnet to
speak louder so that the people at the back can hear. It is difficult to get control of the
mechanism, Can you hear my voice? asks Dr Barnet. YES! Please allow me to say what a
privilege it is to have the opportunity to come and spend a few moments with you all.
“No it is our privilege Dr Barnet.” Says June and words of agreement come from all the
sitters! I want to convey to you all on behalf of my world that we are very aware of the
fact that there are so many servants of this great survivalists are here this evening.
We know that so many of you have traveled so many miles to be here, to gather here.
We also know, we are also aware that there are so many people here who have been
involved in the movement of Spiritualism for many, many years and we want to take
this opportunity to say thankyou to you all. Believe me we are so desperate to convey to
the earth that there is indeed survival for all souls on death. It is our only regret that we
at present are only able to reach such a few people. In other words, what we are doing
here this evening in communicating in this manner as we wish that we could present
this to a much wider audience, it simply would not be possible. So much depends upon
the conditions, the love and the harmony is so vitally important. We are all in
agreement!
Now I am uncertain how long I should be able to speak, What I am trying to say to all
you people who come here from your individual circles and all of you who are
developing your mediumship day by day, week by week, month by month, and year by
year, allow me to say, if it were possible to issue encouragement to you all then I most
certainly would do so in every way possible.
We are so grateful to you all, we really
are! Can you still hear me? “YES Dr we can!” My friends I do apologize the speaking
mechanism is so unstable this evening, I would like to be able to stay longer… God bless
you! “Thank you Dr Barnet” THANKYOU! The Voice box dissipates and Dr Barnet is
gone…
Now there is a banging noise coming from the vicinity of the table and Raymond
remarks, “well done friend, you’ve fixed the table now” We all laugh! The drum sticks are
then lifted from the table and then proceed to rap loudly and fairly rhythmically upon
the table! When June remarks that it is usually Christopher that plays with the
drumsticks, the rapping becomes markedly more pronounced and louder as if in
affirmation of Junes remark… Christopher plays up to the crowd as a child would,
beating out a rhythmic tune or ditty upon the table top much to the delight of many of
the sitters. Something is then thrown from the table in to the corner of the room.
“I guess you didn’t want those” says June! “They were in the way” says Raymond and
again the rapping of the drum sticks upon the table rap away as if in agreement…
The rapping now stops and Stuart is then heard breathing heavily suggesting that a new
communicator is overshadowing Stuart and trying to speak through the entranced
medium. Stuart’s Circle members recognize the communicator as Freda and issue words
of encouragement for her to come and talk to us! “Come on Freda every one wants to
hear you talk it’s a lovely circle here tonight” Says Raymondo! A voice rings out loud and
clear! Ohh it is indeed dears. It is a wonderful atmosphere! “Yes it is we agree”.
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Raymond would you do something for me? Would you kindly remove the trumpets they
are such a distraction! Raymond takes the trumpets and throws them in the corner of
the room. Stuart is heard groaning and Freda remarks “It is probably his arthritis dears!
LAUGHTER. Now listen dears, I want to speak with you all if I may. My name is Freda.
I’ve worked with Stuart for several years now and I have to tell you all that I do so enjoy
these occasions! Now I have many of your people here dears, many of your people.
In a few moments I would like to try and reunite some of you. If I may explain to you all,
as I am speaking to you there is a great deal of work in the background. Considerable
energy is being withdrawn, now not only from Stuart but also from various people here
this evening. You may feel discomfort, you may feel discomfort from around the mid
section of your bodies but there is nothing to fear dears, we are mainly extracting
energy, there is no danger, there is no danger. Freda then invites certain guests to come
and sit in front of Stuart they are then for a short while able to communicate personally
with their loved ones in the world of Spirit, as they draw close to Stuart and speak
through the entranced medium. Which is as you can imagine very moving and deeply
personal experiences which I shall out of respect omit their names from this
document… Freda explains the difficulties involved for people Spirit side who are
inexperienced at speaking through an entranced medium and asks for as much
encouragement as possible from the sitter. The first lady to be invited forward is re
united with her mother and father. They tell their daughter that they are glad she is well
and tell her how happy they are and that one day they will be together again.
Some difficulty is experienced by the couple in communicating and Freda takes over and
acts as a channel conveying the information between the two parties.
The next Sitter invited to sit beside the medium is a Scottish gentleman and the
communicator a close family member named Jim. Is that you? It’s Jim here! Hello can
you hear my voice? “Yes I can hear you Uncle James.” Well this is a pleasure for me;
I don’t really know what the hell I’m doing! LAUGHTER “we share the same language
Uncle James, that’s nice were on the same level.” We’re still the same over here nothing
changes, we’re still the same people we always were. How are you?
“I am very well, very well.”
I am delighted to see you, we’re here together we are all
here together. “That’s good, can I just tell you I’ve seen your two daughters very
recently!” I know that’s why I’ve come back; will you give them my love and tell them
that I’ve been tonight? “Uncle James it’s going to be difficult because we’re not on the
same wave length !” Tell them; tell them they have to know I’ve been, I’m here. “Right,
right I will Uncle James.” I’m well now I’m well now! “That’s good!” I’ll never forget
you; I’ll never forget you! “I think of you every day Uncle James, every day!”
The
communicator can no longer hold the contact and disengages from the medium. The
gentleman’s Grandmother then tries to communicate but finds it very difficult and the
communication is terminated by Freda. Raymond turns on the light and one very
delighted sitter returns to his seat…
Freda conveys to us that he is receiving instruction from Walter that we must move on.
Freda then asks Raymondo to show the table and show that it is working correctly
(meaning the small circular table lit by a small red light bulb from below) and that it
should be placed in front of Stuart. Walter draws close again and speaks through the
entranced medium… I apologize folks, for when the energy is ready for us to use then
we have to catch the moment. Yes we understand Walter! OK, Ok I would like a lady
volunteer, can I hear a voice? Several ladies respond from the audience. The lady who
spoke first from Stuart’s right, what is your name dear? “Hazel!” Hazel I would like to
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invite you to my table, would you kindly come and sit facing Stuart at the table?
Hazel makes her way across and sits her self in front of the medium and in front of the
table! Hazel Maam let me explain what I hope to be able to do; I apologize in advance to
all you folks who are unable to see. The development at the present time only enables
those closest to the table to observe, we hope to shortly that we will be able to further
develop in such a manner that we are able to display this to all that sit. Do you
understand folks? YES ! But for now Hazel maam you are the eyes, you are a witness to
all the folks that sit here this evening. They need to hear from you exactly what you can
see, do you understand maam? “Yes I do!” So let me tell you all what I hope to be able to
do. As I speak to you now we have energy available which we hope to utilize, to show
you Hazel on the table. I hope then to be able to create my own etheric hand from the
energy, Ok “Yes that would be wonderful Walter thank you!” Folks you are all so very
quiet! “We are all interested Walter very interested.” Ok. “We don’t want to interrupt!” Ok
let me hear your voices! “Were all here Walter we’re not going home” says Raymond…
(The voices and the happy atmosphere help to create the energy required for the
Physical phenomena) Hazel watch closely maam; tell the folks what you can observe
umm? “I will Walter Yes!”
A short pause follows… “Can you see anything asks
Raymond?” “Yes, Yes, I can see a hand on the far edge of the table and one of the
fingers is extended. The hand is now moving towards the middle of the table and the
thumb has now moved out and all the fingers are extended. He has now crossed the
whole of the table (I can also see this from my position in the Séance room) Yes it is
definitely quite a large hand Yes it is drawing back now a little, Yes that is amazing
thank you Walter! “
Walter is speaking through Stuart again now… If I may explain,
the energy is always sensitive to any form of light, what you are experiencing and
witnessing now Hazel has taken many years for us to be able to perfect. If you had sat
there two or three years ago what you would have observed would have been something
completely different. Hazel, may I ask maam, how would you like to feel the hand of a
man who’s been dead for one hundred years? LAUGHTER… “I can’t to afford to be picky
at my age anyway” Says Hazel! “I’d love to Walter, thank you”. Maam then it will give me
the greatest of pleasure to hold your hand. Just understand if you will it is connected
directly to Stuart so we ask you to keep still! Place your right hand upon the table with
your palm downwards and you must tell all of your friends here exactly what the
sensation is. “Yes will do!” You will be able to tell them, you will be able to report to
them that what you feel is a perfectly normal natural warm human hand. “Yes I
Move your hand back a little maam. What say you we return Stuart to
understand!”
you for a short time?
“Yes, yes that would be nice” says June. “Yes let Stewart see it
happening” “They started bringing him out of trance about a year to 18 months ago”
says Raymond. Coughing is heard from Stuart as he regains consciousness… “Are you
allright Stuart, are you with us”? Asks Raymond.
Stewart: Yes somebody’s hand is on the table! “Yes they are just doing the experiment
Stuart! You should be able to see what’s going on.” Stewart: Yes I’ve seen this about a
dozen times and it is absolutely amazing. The ectoplasm hasn’t actually taken shape
yet, it is sort of pulsating “Can you feel that Stuart” asks Raymond? Stewart: Yes I can,
it is taking shape and there is a hand coming out of it… Stuart coughs again and is
obviously feeling some discomfort and distress as the ectoplasm pulls hard on his solar
plexus. The hand now grasps Hazels own hand. Hazel exclaims she can fell her hand
being held, “It is a human Hand yes It’s very, very warm and he’s shaking ooh thankyou
Walter… “Ooh I can feel it” exclaims Stuart. “Ooh my stomach”. Its’ a very, very strong
hand, it’s gripping mine now ooh that is wonderful, thankyou He’s letting go now,
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thankyou, thankyou! It’s drawing back now, completely! “Stay with us Stuart” says
Raymond… “No he’s gone they’ve taken him back” exclaims June. “Are you alright
Walter”? Walter again takes control of the entranced medium. Folks we had no option
but to put him back in trance, he was distressed! Ok, Hazel maam I hope you enjoyed
that as much as I did. Raymondo your light, Hazel maam if you would kindly return to
your seat. “I will thank you Walter, thankyou for the privilege! “ The light is switched
on and Hazel returns to her seat. Raymond thanks Hazel for sharing her experience with
us. Mr Hartley how are you sir? “I am well thankyou, how are you?” I am always well.
Mr Hartley how would you like to come and sit at my table? Yes please… Then I invite
you to do so sir! Mr Hartley makes his way over and sit down opposite the medium and
beside the table. Ok, Ok It has been many years since we last saw you. “Yes it is!”
I know,
I know this evening I would like to give to you a unique experience. Ok
everyone is so very quiet; I trust know one is becoming board with the proceedings
umm? A resounding NO! echoes throughout the room. Ok, Ok Mr Hartley, you are a
man with a most enquiring mind, a most analytical mind, umm? See I know your
modern expressions! Ok, Ok. So I want you sir to watch closely upon the table top.
As I speak with you now allow me to say that we have ectoplasmic rods throughout the
room, with one we hope to be able to touch you Mr Hartley, umm? “Yes!” You must
report this immediately if we are successful! Ok? Report to your fellows what you can
see!
“I have to admit I left my glasses at home!” (LAUGHTER) To miss such a unique
experience; how unfortunate. “Oh I can see something now moving across the table. Yes
I can see a hand forming, the fingers are moving in and outward,” (other people in the
room can also see this and are agreeing with Mr Hartley) Sir won’t you take my hand?
“With pleasure” replies Mr Hartley! “We are shaking hands!”
I am as human as what you are sir! “I am sure yes, it’s Solid”. I want you to feel my
nails. Am I not complete, umm? “You have some good scissors over there!” Of course!
“You don’t bite them then?” I want you if you will, when this meeting is over, you have
made a statement… (Silent Pause) Folks I apologize I am listening to my world!
“That’s allright Walter.” Replies Raymond. That we must have scissors in our world.
When the meeting is at a close I want you to examine Stuart’s finger nails, and then you
will understand why I have asked you to do so, umm? Ok, ok. We wanted you to have
that experience Sir! “Thank you!” (At the end of the Séance we inspected Stuart’s
fingernails; it was obvious to all that it could not have possibly been the same hand that
Mr Hartley held as Stuart’s nails were bitten and rough!) Let me tell you Mr Hartley, you
are the seventh gentleman that we have invited for many years to the table. We have on
the other hand invited thousands of Ladies! LAUGHTER. Raymondo your light, Mr
Hartley if you would return to your seat! “Thank you very much!” (The light is switched
on and Mr Hartley returns to his seat) Raymondo would you very kindly remove the
table? You may place it in front of your self if you wish. “Ok Walter.”(This is done) June I
want you to place a chair directly in front of yourself! (This is done also) The light is
again switched off and the power supply disconnected at the request of Walter. Let me
explain what we hope to be able to do now folks, we feel that we have sufficient energy
yes, therefore we hope that Dr Barnet will be able to materialize and come amongst you!
At the present time we are unable to do this within the light but we are working upon
the system, we are working upon a method whereby we hope to be able to illuminate
whatever form leaves the cabinet, whatever soul leaves the cabinet, this will be Spiritual
light, light that we ourselves create. Do you understand? YES. We hope that this evening
we hope to be able to do precisely that! Ok! Again we would remind you to remain as
still as you possibly can. There is energy throughout this room, throughout this circle!
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Folks if you are able to see anything, to here anything, to feel anything, to sense
anything we need to know immediately, we are not always aware ourselves. We want
success with our meeting; we need to hear from you, umm? OK WALTER. Folks I shall
return in a short while. Raymondo perhaps everyone would lift the vibrations by singing
together we would be grateful. (We all joined in song again singing the song “forever
blowing bubbles” During our song we could all hear Stuart still bound in his chair was
actually moved back inside the cabinet and the surrounding curtains were drawn closed
by unseen hands. This was duly noted by Raymond, June and other people sat closest to
the medium. We continued to sing a rendition of; “it’s a long way to Tipperary”, whilst
inside the cabinet the echtoplamic form of Dr Barnet was slowly taking shape.
“What’s happening here then”? says Raymond, “Somebody is actually built inside the
cabinet,” replies June “It is really, really cold around the cabinet and I think doctor
Barnet is actually coming out as we speak, He is I can sense him I can feel him”… “Hello
Doctor Barnet”… He is actually out of the cabinet!”… “Yes he is” says Raymond.
“I can hear him moving yes he is coming in front of the cabinet”! (We can all hear Dr
Barnet’s voice now as he mumbles something though barely audible it is distinctly his
voice… Doctor Barnet is now out of the Cabinet and amongst the sitters and is
affectionately touching people’s hair and faces with his own etheric hands… People are
calling out in amazement now as Doctor Barnet touches them… He moves around the
room touching people with ease and precision, never clumsy or misplaced hand or foot.
Remember this is a completely darkened room; this would be an impossible feat for any
mortal man or woman to accomplish in the pitch black darkness. He takes the hands of
the men with a firm but gentle clasp, “Thankyou, thankyou,” “I’m being touched.
Hello Dr Barnet”… “Yes he is solid” Calls out another voice. His hands are warm and firm
just the same as any man who walked the earth… After perhaps two or three minuets
Dr Barnet returns to the cabinet June explains this is to re energize, this is because the
further away from the medium he moves the quicker the energy is depleted.
“That is most unavoidable” says Dr Barnet! I want to say to you all that the frustration
that you must feel in not being able to observe me is matched by my own. There is
nothing that I would like more than to show myself to you. “One day Doctor Barnet, One
day, we will get there in the end” says June. We have worked for so long, now at last we
are within reach of that we have tried to attain for so many years. “We will get there, we
will.” Doctor Barnet once again steps from the cabinet and moves freely among the
sitters on the side of the room where I sit touching the faces and hands of the sitters
directly in front of myself. They respond with thankyou’s and blessings. Dr Barnet
stamps his feet and claps his hands to show us that he is a solid fully materialized form
as real as you or me! He is so close, I can sense him… I can both feel and hear him
moving closer and closer, he is so close now I can even hear his breathing… He then
moves back towards the cabinet. I must return to the cabinet so that I may retain my
form. “Yes, yes we understand that” says Raymond. Would you all kindly raise your
voices in song? Said the Dr, so we all joined together in song once again to raise the
vibrations and energy within the room! As we finished our song a coloured light
emerged from the cabinet and moved out in to the room much to the amazement and
wonder of us all. June explained that this is the self illuminating spiritual light which
they hope one day will be able to illuminate the room enough to be able to actually see
their physical manifestation. June also explained this was this was being actually
carried by Dr Barnet himself. Then another bigger brighter light appears and moves out
towards us from the cabinet. My friends what I am showing to you now is Spiritual
created light, that which we hope in time we will be able to use in order to show
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ourselves! “We look forward to that Dr Barnet” says Raymond. “Are you Ok Dr Barnet is
there anything you would like us to do”? Raise your voices. Says Dr Barnet. So off we
went again with “We all like to be beside the sea side”, in an effort to raise the energy
within the room. Soon another figure emerges from the cabinet. “Is that you Walter”?
Again comes Walter’s familiar Deep South Accent. Folks can I hear your voice? YES
We have used a considerable amount of energy this evening. It is unfortunate that we
must bring this meeting to a close! “That’s ok Walter it’s been a wonderful, wonderful
evening” say Raymondo and June, We all agree. As a grand finale Stuart still bound in his
chair is physically lifted out of the cabinet and placed in the middle of the room some
ten to fifteen feet away from the cabinet this could be seen quite clearly by the
florescent tapes on Stuart’s knees. Truly amazing! (Stuart was quite bewildered when he
regained consciousness, as he didn’t know quite where he was for a while.) Now folks
we have used the last remaining energy. I thankyou all for your love, I thank you all for
the harmonious conditions within this place this evening. Before we conclude before we
withdraw, before we return to our world, allow me to say that this organization, this
new organization in which so many of you have such great hopes, be sure that my world
will work with you. Together we shall accomplish such a great deal. Ok, always
remember that the great work is greater than any one person, that the great work is
something that should be placed before any other consideration. The truth as we know
it to be is so very, very important umm? You have the truth folks, do with it what you
will,
take it out in to you world so that others less fortunate who know nothing
concerning the nature of life may also share and learn from your experience, from your
knowledge, umm? Folks I thankyou for your love, I thank you for all that you have
created within this room this evening for without that we would have been able to
achieve precisely nothing! I know on some occasion in the future we shall all be together
once again. “Thankyou Walter, God bless, Thank everyone else for their hard work.
Goodnight”.
“Good night everybody Bye, bye” Says Christopher. “Night night Christopher.” Finally
White feather had the last word, (Coincidentally just before Whitefeather Spoke in my
minds eye I saw his noble face, a handsome Indian man with two feathers in his long
dark hair “May the great white Spirit be with you all”…
Stuart regained consciousness and Raymond concluded the meeting with this lovely
prayer of thanks. Thankyou again friends for allowing us this opportunity to come
together in peace love and harmony I’d like to thank our Spirit friends for all the
physical that has happened here this evening and also to say thankyou for allowing our
loved ones to come through. It has been a wonderful evening may we hope to do this
again. From the bottom of our hearts we thankyou all good night and God bless.
After the light was put on the invitation was open for anyone who wished could check
Stuarts binding the chair or the cabinet. We all declined… The evidence was irrefutable
what a totally amazing and wonderful experience and one that I will never ever forget.
I feel so privileged and humbled to have been able to experience and participate in such
wonderful evening. I Thank Stuart and his team of dedicated workers on this side of life
and the next for such an awesome experience. Thankyou.
Nick Shutler
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